A reproducible colonial morphology formed by individual pluripotent embryonal carcinoma cells in culture and selection of variants.
Embryonal carcinoma cells are stem cells equivalent to those of the early embryo which can be grown in vitro and which under certain conditions can differentiate into many cell types. Events in this differentiation process are numerous and complex, thus a system for the analysis of clonal differentiation is essential. In this paper I report that individual pluripotent embryonal carcinoma cells can each give rise to colonies, in the absence of a feeder layer but in the presence of beta-mercaptoethanol, that show a distinctive and reproducible gross morphology. Embryonal carcinoma cell lines can be derived from the stem cells in these colonies. Furthermore, variant cell lines can be derived from those colonies showing an altered gross morphology. These lines when cloned as above give rise to colonies showing a gross colonial morphology different to that of wild-type. These variant lines have been shown to be embryonal carcinoma cell lines. These findings indicate that genetic and cell lineage analysis of embryonal carcinoma cell differentiation might be possible.